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T. Mark Hightower has both B.S. & M.S. degrees in chemical engineering 
and has nearly 30 years of engineering experience.  He has worked in 
the chemical industry, the space program, and for the last two years in 
the environmental field.  He is a member of the American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers (AIChE), the American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics (AIAA), and ASTM International (formerly American Society 
for Testing and Materials).

He became a born again conspiracy theorist in January 2004 after 
stumbling upon Peter Meyer's Serendipity web site and learning that 
controlled demolition was a more likely explanation for the destruction of 
the Twin Towers than the official government story.  He is a member of 
Scholars for 911 Truth, a petition signer at Architects & Engineers for 911 
Truth, and a member of Pilots for 911 Truth.

His 911 research is done as an exercise of his Constitutional rights as a 
private citizen, and in no way represents his employer or the professional 
societies in which he holds membership.  He prefers not to mention his 
employer in the context of his 911 research, in order to avoid any 
appearance of representing his employer in these matters.
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Brief chronology

● August 2010, participated in conference call with Vietnam veteran with explosives 
experience, started researching explosiveness of nanothermite, including communicating 
with many top nanothermite advocates (got many email responses)

● March 2011, continued research and communications, but got silent treatment from the 
nanothermite advocates (only one email response from Kathy McGrade of AE911Truth)

● May 1, released paper “How indeed can nanothermite be explosive? & The 
Nanothermite Challenge”

● May 8, responded to criticism from Kevin Ryan

● June 4-5, 2011, attended and had a table at Conspiracy Con in Santa Clara seeking 
Architects & Engineers for Nanothermite Truth (aeNtruth)

● June 12, Started Facebook group for aeNtruth to spread the word about The 
Nanothermite Challenge.

● June 20, The due date for The Nanothermite Challenge passed without any entries

● June 23, issued Press Release, High Explosive Nanothermite – More Bark Than Bite?  
No Contenders for The Nanothermite Challenge

● July 4, 2011, my first radio interview concerning my nanothermite research
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Why “The Nanothermite Challenge”

● In April 2009 the paper “Active Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust from the 
9/11 World Trade Center Catastrophe ” by Harrit et al. came out

● The authors were not able to definitely conclude that what they found was an 
explosive, so they said they found the red layer of the red/gray chips to be a 
“highly energetic pyrotechnic OR explosive material.” (emphasis added)

● In April 2009 AE911Truth releases article entitled, "A ground-breaking 
scientific paper confirmed this week that red-gray flakes found throughout 
multiple samples of WTC dust are actually unexploded fragments of 
nanothermite, an exotic high-tech explosive."

● Same article also says, "Ordinary thermite burns quickly and can melt 
through steel, but it is not explosive. Nanothermite, however, can be 
formulated as a high explosive."
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Definition of Pyrotechnic

3-3. General Behavior of Pyrotechnic Compositions.
Pyrotechnics is the technology of utilizing 
exothermic chemical reactions that, generally 
speaking, are non-explosive, relatively slow, self-
sustaining, and self contained.  Pyrotechnic 
compositions are generally finely divided fuels such 
as metal, alloys, and hydrocarbons mixed with 
oxidizers.

Military Explosive, Department of the Army 
Technical Manual, September 1984, TM9-1300-214
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The Nanothermite Challenge

● Find and document peer-reviewed scientific research 
that demonstrates that a gas-generating nanothermite 
(GGNT) based upon iron (III) oxide (Fe

2
O

3
) and 

aluminum (Al), where the gas-generating chemical 
added to the nanothermite is not itself a high 
explosive, can be made to be a high explosive with at 
least a detonation velocity of 2000 m/s. The author of 
this paper will donate [to AE911Truth] $100 for every 
1000 m/s of detonation velocity that can be 
documented, the donation not to exceed $1,000.
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Low explosives (Wikipedia)
Low explosives are compounds where the rate of decomposition 
proceeds through the material at less than the speed of sound. The 
decomposition is propagated by a flame front (deflagration) which 
travels much more slowly through the explosive material than a shock 
wave of a high explosive. Under normal conditions, low explosives 
undergo deflagration at rates that vary from a few centimeters per 
second to approximately 400 metres per second. It is possible for them 
to deflagrate very quickly, producing an effect similar to a detonation. 
This can happen under higher pressure or temperature, which usually 
occurs when ignited in a confined space.

A low explosive is usually a mixture of a combustible substance and an 
oxidant that decomposes rapidly (deflagration), however they burn 
slower than a high explosive which has an extremely fast burn rate.

Low explosives are normally employed as propellants. Included in this 
group are gun powders and light pyrotechnics, such as flares and 
fireworks.
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High explosives (Wikipedia)

High explosives are explosive materials that 
detonate, meaning that the explosive shock front 
passes through the material at a supersonic speed. 
High explosives detonate with explosive velocity rates 
ranging from 3,000 to 9,000 meters per second. They 
are normally employed in mining, demolition, and 
military applications. They can be divided into two 
explosives classes differentiated by sensitivity: 
Primary explosive and secondary explosive. The term 
high explosive is in contrast to the term low explosive, 
which explodes (deflagrates) at a slower rate.
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Further comments on high versus 
low explosives

Technically, the difference between low and high explosive is whether its 
reaction velocity is less than or greater than the speed of sound in the 
explosive material.

The speed of sound is different in different materials.
343 m/s in air
1497 m/s in water
6100 m/s in steel
6420 m/s in aluminum
3200-3600 m/s in concrete
366-518 m/s in cork
40-150 m/s in rubber

So this helps to explain how in the previous definitions there is the region 
between 400 m/s and 3000 m/s that is undefined or up for grabs, whether it 
is a low or high explosive, but really this will not be a problem.

In The Nanothermite Challenge I used 2000 m/s as my lowest value at 
which the prize would be awarded.  This was a judgment call on my part.
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Reaction velocities for nanothermite 
from the technical literature

When I wrote my May 1 paper, the velocities that I could find documented in the 
open technical literature for iron oxide – aluminum nanothermites were 7.3 m/s, 
8.8 m/s, and 40.5 m/s.

As I have also been trying to meet The Nanothermite Challenge myself, I have 
since found a higher value in the literature for an iron oxide – aluminum 
nanothermite, 895 m/s.  This nanothermite is described as
“sol gel (aerogel, 70 nm Al added before gellation)”

Reference:  Klapotke, Thomas E., “Chemistry of High-Energy Materials,” de 
Gruyter, Berlin/New York, 2011, pages 194-195

It will be shown that an explosive velocity of 895 m/s is inadequate to make 
“explosive nanothermite” of any significance as an explosive for the destruction 
of the WTC buildings.
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Something of note on “sol gel (aerogel, 70 nm Al added 
before gellation)”

The Klapotke text on page 195 says the following about this 
aerogel nanothermite.

“The impact sensitivity of the aerogel thermite may make it 
suitable for use in primers, because all the other preparatory 
methods for the iron oxide thermite produce thermites are 
unsuitable for this application.  The especially sensitive nature of 
aerogel thermites stems from the inability of the aerogel matrix 
to conduct heat, a character only applicable to aerogels, due to 
their insulating ability.”

Does nanothermite have an impact sensitivity issue, and how 
might this affect theories of WTC destruction by means of 
nanothermite?
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  14Diagram provided by Dwain Deets
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Explosive velocities & relative effectiveness 
factors (Wikipedia)
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Estimated Relative Effectiveness 
Factor for 895 m/s nanothermite

The Relative Effectiveness Factor is used to compare 
how effective an explosive is compared to TNT.

Explosive velocity plays a role in the RE factor, but it 
is not the sole factor.  If it were the sole factor, the RE 
for the 895 m/s nanothermite would be

(895)/(6900) = 0.13

In a later calculation I will use a value of 0.6 for the 
RE factor for the 895 m/s nanothermite, but this is just 
a generous educated guess on my part, for the sake 
of illustration.
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Brisance (Wikipedia)
Brisance is the shattering capability of an explosive. It is a measure of the rapidity with 
which an explosive develops its maximum pressure. The term originates from the 
French verb "briser", which means to break or shatter. Brisance is of practical 
importance for determining the effectiveness of an explosion in fragmenting shells, 
bomb casings, grenades, structures, and the like.

A brisant explosive is one that attains its maximum pressure so rapidly that a shock 
wave is formed. The net effect is to shatter (by shock resonance) the material 
surrounding or in contact with the supersonic detonation wave created by the 
explosion. Thus, brisance is a measure of the shattering ability of an explosive and is 
not necessarily correlated with the explosive's total work capacity.

The sand crush test is commonly employed to determine the relative brisance in 
comparison to TNT. No single test is capable of directly comparing the explosive 
properties of two or more compounds;[citation needed] it is important to examine the 
data from several such tests[citation needed] (sand crush, trauzl, and so forth) in order 
to gauge relative brisance. True values for comparison will require field experiments.
[citation needed]

One of the most brisant of the conventional explosives is cyclotrimethylene trinitramine 
(also known as RDX or Hexogen).
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More on brisance

The brisance of an explosive is correlated with its detonation 
velocity.  The higher the detonation velocity, the more brisant 
the explosive.

In terms of the WTC destruction, brisance would be important 
for turning concrete to dust.

Brisance would also be important for severing steel members, 
if severed by means of shock wave producing explosives (i.e. 
high explosives).

Alternate means of severing steel members is by means of 
incendiary effects of thermite or incendiary nanothermite, but 
this is a totally different mechanism than that of high 
explosives.
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Candidate technologies for WTC 
destruction

● Directed free energy technology – Dr. Judy Wood
● Mini nukes (fusion or fission) – Ed Ward, MD, The 

Anonymous Physicist
● Larger nukes, Dimitri Khalezov
● Conventional high explosives
● Thermite (slow reacting incendiary)
● Nanothermite (fast reacting incendiary)
● Nanothermite (low explosive)
● Nanothermite (high explosive)
● OR ANY combination of the above
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Comments on the list of candidates

● Every one is worthy of study even if you think it 
can be eliminated for some reason.

● Because there are so many possibilities and 
much evidence is uncertain, it is unlikely that 
any can be proven with 100% certainty unless 
perpetrators actually come forward.

● I have studied every one of the previously listed 
candidates to some extent.
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My analysis today is confined to

● Conventional high explosives
● Thermite (slow reacting incendiary)
● Nanothermite (fast reacting incendiary)
● Nanothermite (low explosive)
● Nanothermite (high explosive)
● NOTE: Even Steven Jones talks about nanothermite 

being able to be tailored, hence the multiple entries for 
nanothermite

● NOTE ALSO: It is unclear exactly what AE911Truth 
claims with regards to nanothermite
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Evidence to explain for this analysis

● Severing steel load bearing members
● Turning concrete and other materials 

to dust
● Propelling severed structural 

members and dust outwards
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Possible explanations (incendiaries)

● Incendiary (thermite or nanothermite) could sever steel members.  
Mechanism is exothermic reaction producing molten iron, conductive and 
convective heat transfer with phase change (solid to liquid, i.e. melting).  
This is a low velocity (sub-sonic) process and is relatively slow.  The heat 
can only be transferred into the steel so fast.

● The fast incendiary nanothermite may be able to produce the molten iron 
faster than the regular thermite, but the process is ultimately limited by 
how fast you can transfer the heat into the steel.  Increased spraying 
action might increase convective heat transfer but there is a limit to how 
far this will take you.
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Possible explanations (low 
explosive nanothermite)

● Although it may be difficult to define exactly, there will become a 
point as the nanothermite is made to be more explosive than the 
fast incendiary form, that its explosiveness will actually be 
detrimental to its effectiveness in severing the steel member.

● Visualize the molten iron being expelled much too quickly to be 
effectively utilized in the heat transfer limited step of cutting through 
the steel, so that much of the molten iron bursting forth will be 
wasted.

● This low explosive nanothermite cannot cut with a shock wave like 
a high explosive, and it certainly cannot pulverize the concrete.

● So Low Explosive Nanothermite can be eliminated due to its 
ineffectiveness.
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Possible explanations (high 
explosive nanothermite)

● High explosive nanothermite, if such a thing exists, could cut steel beams 
with shock waves and shatter concrete like conventional high explosives

● But as previously pointed out, the highest detonation velocity found in the 
literature for an iron oxide – aluminum nanothermite is only 895 m/s

● I believe that this is too low to effectively cut steel (speed of sound in steel 
is 6100 m/s) or pulverize concrete (speed of sound in concrete is 3400 
m/s), but let's suppose it can do these things, how much would it take 
compared to a conventional high explosive, based on its previously 
estimated RE factor.  Let's do a calculation to find out.
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Calculation of TNT needed to cut 
large WTC Twin Tower core column

P = (3/8)*A

where A is the cross sectional area of the steel member in square inches
and P is the pounds of TNT required.  To then get the necessary pounds of any other 
explosive you simply divide by the relative effectiveness factor for the other explosive.

I took one of the large core columns (outer dimensions 52 inch x 22
inch) somewhere in the middle of the tower where the thickness would be
about 3 inches.

I assumed a straight cut for the sake of the calculation, even though an
angled cut would require a little more explosive.

A = (52)(22) - (46)(16) = 408 square inches

P = (3/8)(408) = 153 lbs TNT

Reference:  Explosives and Demolitions, FM 5-25, Department of the Army Field 
Manual, May 1967, pages 87-90
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Calculation of 895 m/s explosive 
nanothermite needed to cut large 

WTC Twin Tower core column
Remember the Relative Effectiveness Factor = 0.6 that I had previously estimated for 
the 895 m/s explosive nanothermite?  We simply divide the lbs of TNT necessary by 
this factor to determine the lbs of the 895 m/s nanothermite necessary.

153/0.6 = 255 lbs 895 m/s explosive nanothermite to sever one large core column.

I want to emphasis that I do not believe that it would be able to cut the steel at all, 
because the speed of sound in steel is 6100 m/s, much higher than the reaction 
velocity of 895 m/s, but if it could, this is the type of calculation you would do to 
determine how much it would take.

Since this 895 m/s “high” explosive nanothermite is likely ineffective and certainly 
impractical, it also can be eliminated.

So the only nanothermite we are left with as a feasible option for destruction, is the 
incendiary nanothermite, and it cannot explain all the data.

Therefore, for the options considered in this analysis, conventional high explosives 
would be necessary to explain turning concrete to dust and propelling materials 
outwards.
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Comparing RDX necessary versus the
895 m/s “high” explosive nanothermite

To get the lbs of RDX necessary, we simply divide the lbs of TNT by the 
Relative Effectiveness Factor for RDX

153/1.6 = 96 lbs RDX

So if the 895 m/s “high” explosive nanothermite were used instead of 
RDX, it would take 2.7 times as much nanothermite than the 
conventional high explosive RDX.

255/96 = 2.7 times as much

Would it have made sense to use a material that required 2.7 times as 
much as a conventional high explosive?

Same principle illustrated for severing column would apply to pulverizing 
concrete. It would take 2.7 times as much, assuming it would work at all.
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Calculation of linear shaped charge 
using RDX to cut core column

The military manual I have previous relied upon assumes a particular placement of the 
explosive around the member, but without the efficiency of an actual linear shaped 
charge.

So as a further check I consulted the literature from a manufacturer of
linear shape charges.  Google AES (Accurate Energetic Systems, LLC) or 
http://www.aesys.biz/AES-LSC-flyer.pdf

I consulted the table on page 2 for 3 inch penetration.

(10,500 grains/ft)(lb/7000 grains) = 1.5 lbs RDX / ft

Total length of linear shape charge required for core column = (52)(2) +
(22)(2) = 148 inches

(1.5 lbs RDX / 12 in)(148 in) = 18.5 lbs RDX

Note that the total weight of the linear shaped charge is 4.3 lbs/ft.

(4.3 lbs Total LSC / 12 in)(148 in) = 53 lbs Total weight of linear
shaped charge (including RDX and copper enclosure)
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Bulk RDX versus RDX Shaped 
Charge

Using bulk RDX would take 96 lbs to sever 
column

Using RDX Shaped Charge would take total 
weight of 53 lbs (includes both RDX and 
copper enclosure)
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Holding device for thermite or 
incendiary nanothermite

Whereas with RDX there is a way of accomplishing the destruction with simply the 
placement of the explosive next to and around the member (no shaped charge needed).  
But with thermite or incendiary nanothermite, some sort of holder is necessary to direct 
the reaction products, otherwise the reaction products would just run all over the place.

AE911Truth cites a particular patent for such a device, US 6,183,569 B1.  “Cutting Torch 
and Associated Methods.”
http://www2.ae911truth.org/downloads/PatentUS6183569.pdf

On March 22, 2011, I inquired via email of many top nanothermite advocates if they 
knew how a calculation could be performed to estimate the quantity of thermite 
necessary to cut a column with such a device, in a manner analogous to my calculation 
for the conventional high explosive RDX necessary to do the job.

No one replied.

Does AE911Truth have any idea how to approach such a calculation?  Could the data 
from Jonathan Cole's experiments be extrapolated to support such a calculation?  Why 
aren't they interested in this?
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Results of web search for
“explosive nanothermite”

The simple fact that it explodes makes an even stronger case for explosive nanothermite 
does it not?

Nanothermite: High-Tech Explosive Material Found in 9/11 Dust 

Scientists did and found a very advanced explosive: Nanothermite.

Explosive Nanothermite found in WTC Dust. The stuff can be mixed together with paint 
and then applied to walls, beams, anything. …

Now, according to this advertisement, it would seem that they found a high explosive 
nanothermite in the dust from Ground Zero.

Gage announced how the ubiquitous presence of the government-developed explosive, 
nanothermite, was found at Ground Zero. …

Based on two years of intensive research, this paper reveals that tons of tiny particles of 
the high-explosive nanothermite were present …

... the discovery by a team of scientists of a highly-explosive nanothermite compound in 
the collapse of buildings from the WTC on 9/11, and more. ...
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More
... to the use of a high-tech military explosive (nanothermite) in the vertical free-fall 
collapses of the Twin Towers and Building 7. …

... a peer-reviewed scientific journal in 2009.107 Being both an incendiary and a high 
explosive, nanothermite is one among several types of …

Military grade explosive "Nanothermite " was used to destroy the Twin towers using 
the science of controlled demolition. …

As we saw above, in the past year new scientific information has pointed strongly to 
the use of a high-tech military explosive (nanothermite) in the …

... study that confirms that dust from 4 locations near the World Trade Center 
contained residue from the high tech explosive nanothermite. …

We are talking about military grade nano thermite not a conventional …

The U.S. military and intelligence community, not al Qaeda, had
access to the sulfur-enhanced super-military-grade nano-thermite (thermate)
detected in the WTC dust needed to melt the steel found molten deep in
its basement levels as long as two months later
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Conclusions: Among limited 
candidates considered in this 

analysis

● Only conventional high explosives and incendiary 
thermites (regular & nano) remain

● Low explosive nanothermites were eliminated 
due to ineffectiveness

● High explosive nanothermites were eliminated 
due to low detonation velocity rendering them 
ineffective and impractical

● NOTE THAT this analysis did not consider other 
candidates such as directed free energy or nukes
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Seeking feedback

● I am considering having a New Nanothermite 
Challenge to be concluded in advance of the 10 
year anniversary of 911.

● If I do this, how should it be different than the 
original one?

● Should the beneficiary of the award be an 
organization different than AE911Truth?

● Are any others willing to put up prize money?
● Should the low end cut off be lower, like 1000 m/s 

instead of 2000 m/s?
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T. Mark Hightower
tmhightower@prodigy.net
http://www.scribd.com/tmhightower

Web site for Architects & Engineers for 
Nanothermite Truth may eventually be 
established at
http://www.aeNtruth.org/

mailto:tmhightower@prodigy.net
http://www.scribd.com/tmhightower
http://www.aeNtruth.org/
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